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DESPITE THE SUPPOSED omnipotence of
the DAW, an increasing number of people are
re-appraising the value of outboard analogue

processing. Although the majority of devices are
mostly applicable to stereo music, a small number of
multichannel devices are beginning to appear.
Embodying elements of their classic Centre Section
compressor and their acclaimed SuperAnalogue
circuit topology, at UK£3900 (plus VAT), the XLogic
Multichannel Compressor is a welcome addition
from SSL.

Dynamics units seem to cause an amazing amount
of confusion, even for people who really should know
better. A surprising number of even MA level sound
students I’ve encountered in the past do not
understand the necessity of linking the left and right
side chain channels of a stereo compressor, let alone

the added complexities of a 5.1 compressor. So, with
apologies to everyone who finds this glaringly
obvious, here’s why linking is important. For a stereo
mastering compressor, regardless of whether one or
both channels exceed the threshold, the gain reduction
applied to the left and right channels must be identical
or the stereo image will shift as the left and right gain
is reduced by differential amounts.

In a 5.1 mix the problems are somewhat different
and, unsurprisingly, more complex. There is frequently
non-coherent information on the four groups of
speakers — Left and Right, Centre, Left and Right
Surround and the LFE channel. If, say, someone yells
on the centre dialogue channel there is no reason for
the gain in the other five channels to be reduced.

Equally, there may be loud effects on the surrounds,
which need compression, but this should not affect the

other channels. Or you may wish to compress
channels, depending on the content of other channels,
which are not either exceeding their thresholds or even
contributing to the control signal. With five or six main
speaker channels it is perfectly possible to pan
something so that it is the loudest sound in the mix but
not the loudest signal in any given speaker.

SSL has provided a set of controls catering for all
these eventualities and many others. SSL suggests the
normal mode of operation will use the upper set of
compressor controls for LCRS and the lower set for
LFE. However, a single button push on the Dual Stereo
switch reassigns the channels so that LCR and LFE are
affected by the upper set and surrounds by the lower.
Iso buttons allow the centre and surround channels to
be isolated from gain reduction and any contribution to
the side chain control signal. Side chain trim controls
enable different thresholds to be set for the left/right,
centre, surround and LFE channels.

LFE sidechain usually has 10dB of extra gain to
conform with the Dolby Digital standard, an LFE 0dB
switch defeats this. LFE Lo Pass inserts a 120Hz low
pass filter into the LFE side chain. If LFE 0dB is active
and the LFE Lo Pass is out, the LFE channel can be
used as a sixth full bandwidth channel, enabling the 6
main channels of a 6.1 mix to be controlled.

The single gain reduction meter, used in conjunction
with the Mix LED array provides exactly the
information required without the unit turning into a
light show. Output Master gain and an autofader
complete the picture.

XLogic is a perfect example of why analogue
outboard is enjoying a resurgence.  Simple,
understandable controls disguise the complexities
beneath. Just enough information is presented to
enable the operator to make the correct decisions
quickly and effectively. As you might expect, the
sound is pure, modern SSL. I was never a huge fan of
the early SSL sound but this is a different matter.
Certainly it has a definite character, but surely that is
rather the point. The XLogic will not only control
dynamics for you but endow the mix with just a little
of that indefinable something; personality. ■

SSL XLogic multichannel compressor
While sonic processing character dominates choice in stereo gain reduction, matters get far more complicated in the multichannel round.

ROB JAMES looks at one of the few multichannel compressors that can do it in analogue.
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Simple set-up; flexibility; SSL sound.

A tad expensive; no memories or MIDI.

The XLogic G Series Compressor is a
stereo compressor that uses G Series

centre compressor design elements
within a SuperAnalogue design
topology.
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Real estate 

The rear panel has 12 XLRs for the six I-Os and the surround I-O does double duty as Stereo B when used in Dual
Stereo mode.

Around the front, a single compression meter shows gain reduction for the Main (upper compressor) controls.
A small LFE/STB button below, switches the indication to the lower compressor, LFE/Stereo B, controls. Two latching
In switches and sets of conventional compressor controls set parameters for the Main/StereoA and LFE/StereoB
channels — Threshold, Attack, Ratio, Release and Gain Make-up. In the Mode section two latching switches
radically alter the compressors’ operation. When Dual Stereo is lit, the lower row control the surround channels
and the upper set, the left, right, centre and LFE channels. Side Chain Sum changes the operation so the control
signal is derived from the DC sum of all the channel input signals.

The Side Chain Adjust section is key to the flexibility of this device. Four side-chain trim controls allow each
channel’s threshold to be set from 10dB to infinity. Centre and surround Iso switches isolate these channels from gain
reduction and from contributing to the side chain. An LFE Link switch links the LFE channel with the main compressor
so all channels are set by the upper row of controls. LFE Lo Pass inserts a 120Hz low pass filter into the LFE side chain.
The LFE side chain has 10dB extra gain to compensate for the Dolby Digital specification of 10dB more gain in the
LFE channel for mastering. LFE 0dB removes this extra side chain gain and aligns the LFE channel with the others.

Six, bi-colour LEDs form the Max display and light yellow at around -36dBu to indicate signal present. When
compression is occurring, the LED representing the channel contributing the most to gain reduction lights red.
At the end of the panel (and the signal chain) is the fader section. When the In switch is lit the Master knob
offers level control of the entire mix. When the Autofade button is lit, pressing it fades up the mix from infinity
in a time from 1 to 60S as set by the rotary control. Pressing Autofade when not lit fades out similarly.
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